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Given below are some idioms/phrases followed by four alternative meanings to each .
Choose the response which is the most appropriate expression

1 point

To run away in fear

To oppose firmly

To suspect a trick

Disregard

1 point

Talking ignorantly

To behave in harsh manner

Make a legitimate living

To come to nothing

1. To fight tooth and tail_______ *

2. To end in smoke_____ *
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1 point

To be always at one’s service

To suspect a trick

Ultimately

Understanding the sense

1 point

To run away from

To do things very slowly

Death sentence

To bear the consequences

1 point

To keep at a distance

To praise one’s own self

To miss an opportunity

None of these

3. To smell a rat_____ *

4. Capital punishment_____ *

5. To miss the boat_____ *



1 point

Friends and relatives

An important person

Good for nothing person

To suffer for one’s mistake

1 point

A person who does not care about any consequences

To give up

Life of hard work

To ignore

1 point

To gain prominence

To confess without of reserve

To destroy before it blooms

To praise oneself

6. A big gun_____ *

7. A dog’s lock_____ *

8. To make clean breast of_____ *



1 point

To find one's roots

To return to place of rest

To emphasize

Back to original position

1 point

To raise objections

To be discussed

To take for granted

To refer to

Select the most appropriate foreign expression of the given statements

1 point

ETAL

BONAFIDE

ADHOC

ENROUTE

9. To drive home_____ *

10. To beg the question______ *

11. On the way. *



1 point

ALUMNI

SINE DIE

IN TOTO

MODUS OPERANDI

1 point

MALA FIDE

PRIMA FACIA

TOUR DE FORCE

None of these

1 point

SOTTO VOCE

STATUS QUO

PER CAPITA

FAUX PAS

12. Totally *

13. With a bad intention *

14. In a low voice *



1 point

AD NAUSEAM

LAISSEZ FAIRE

AD SUMMUM

ENROUTE

Fill in the blanks with suitable words

1 point

eludes

alludes

1 point

advise

advice

1 point

elicit

illicit

15: To the highest point *

16. The killer was able to __ the police *

17. The best ___ i can give you is to try to relax *

18. As a part it was notorious for the smuggling and ___ *



1 point

insured

ensured

1 point

dessert

desert

1 point

To bear the consequences

Talking ignorantly

To come to nothing

To do things very slowly

1 point

To behave in harsh manner

By any means

Make a legitimate living

Death sentence

19. His house was heavily ____ against fire. *

20. The _____ ordered at the end of the meal was delicious *

21. Choose the most appropriate expression for given idiom. To face the music *

22. Choose the most appropriate expression for given idiom. To be in the pink *



1 point

To give up

Hard work

To confess

To quarrel

1 point

STATUS QUO

EUREKA

PER CAPITA

DE JURE

1 point

DE FACTO

DE JURE

EXPARTE

ETAL
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23. Choose the most appropriate expression for given idiom. To fall out *

24. Select the most appropriate forign expression of the given statement. Per head *

25: Select the most appropriate forign expression of the given statement. Existing *
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